What does the @ symbol mean in my DegreeWorks worksheet?

Tell Me

This symbol is considered a wild card in DegreeWorks.

- If the @ sign appears with course numbers after it (e.g. @1100-4000), it means you can take any course in the 1100-4000 range from any subject area (does not include lab sections unless specifically stated).
- If the @ sign appears after a subject prefix (e.g. LBST @), it means you can take any course with that prefix at the appropriate level.
- If the @ sign appears after a prefix and behind a number (e.g. MATH 3@), it means you can take any course in the specified discipline at the specified level. In this example any MATH course at the 3000 level.
- If @@ appears with nothing following, you can take any course from any area:
  - Graduate students must select a graduate level course (5000 level and above).
  - Undergraduate students must select an undergraduate level course (4000 level and below).
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